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How can PR and Social Media
co-exist in the coming years?

PR and Social Media, two specialties
of marketing, are chalk and cheese
but are progressively getting entwin…
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AI & Entertainment

As millennials, our focus, obsessions
and interests meander. A lot. Based
on the amount of screen time we ha…
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Messaging Strategy in
Communication

We communicate. It’s a routine for us
as corporate communications
professionals to continuously deal…
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It’s a century!

This article is my 100th piece for
Reputation Today (RT) magazine. I
still recall the time when my friend…
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Take a break!

Have you felt fatigued lately?
Overwhelmed? Like there was no end
to this sudden loop we have gotten…
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Curating valuable conversations
is our superpower!

Movies have got us listening to every
possible animal and alien – all of them
had something to converse with…
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The purpose of content
repurposing

“There is no such thing as a new idea.
It is impossible. We simply take a lot
of old ideas and put them into a...
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Soul-itude @50

Soul…’ I am not sure what draws me
to this word. Time to do some soul
searching maybe? A quiet birthday,…
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An out of the box interview:
When potential team members
decided

I was in Delhi, staying at our
company’s swank guest house on
Prithviraj Rd. The IPO road shows…
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Straight Talk with R. Sri Kumar

IPS R. Sri Kumar was the former
vigilance commissioner in the Central
Vigilance Commission, India. He was…
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